Limitations for Use

This product has not been FDA cleared or approved, but has been authorized for emergency use by FDA under an EUA.

This product has been authorized only for the home collection and maintenance of anterior nasal swab specimens as an aid in detection of nucleic acid from SARS-CoV-2, not for any other viruses or pathogens.

The emergency use of this product is only authorized for the duration of the declaration that circumstances exist justifying the authorization of emergency use of medical devices under Section 564(b)(1) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb-3(b)(1), unless the declaration is terminated or authorization is revoked sooner.

For Rx Use ONLY
For Use By Individuals 18 Years of Age or Older
For Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) ONLY

NEED HELP?
kwokmandiagnostics.com
info@kwokmandiagnostics.com
(949) 891-0895
1. Before getting started, please visit ups.com/dropoff to find a location closest to you and take note of the last shipment time for Next Day Air. Your completed kit must be dropped off at a UPS location on the same day you collected it.

2. Open outer white box, and remove all the materials from the box.

3. Confirm name and date of birth are correct on the pre-printed labels on both the collection tube and biohazard bag.

4. Wash or sanitize hands thoroughly for 20 seconds.

5. Open swab wrapper from the top and be sure not to touch the tip of the swab.

6. Hold the swab below the perforation line. Gently and slowly insert the swab into your nostril, approximately 3/4 inch until gentle resistance is met.

7. Slowly rotate the swab while gently pressing against the inside of your nostril at least 4 times for a total of 15 seconds. Gently remove the swab.

8. Using the same swab, repeat steps 6-7 in your other nostril with the same end of the swab.

9. Making sure not to touch the tip of the swab to any other surfaces, hold the collection tube upright and remove the cap.

10. Place the swab tip down inside the collection sampling tube.

11. Break off the top of the swab at the designated break point.

**WARNING:** Spilling the liquid or touching the swab to other surfaces may prevent you from receiving results. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes.

12. Replace the cap of the collection tube and ensure that it is tightly sealed.

13. Place the collection tube sample inside the front pouch of the included biohazard bag. Do NOT remove the absorbent sheet included in the bag! Remove the white plastic and seal the bag using the adhesive.

**SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Remove the UPS UN3373 Pak out of the white box.

2. Place the sealed specimen biohazard bag within the white box and close it.

3. Place the white box, with the specimen bag inside, inside the UPS UN3373 Pak.

4. Drop off the test kit at the nearest UPS location as soon as possible.

**WARNING:** The test kit must be mailed on the day of collection.